PREFACE

Service goes hand in hand with sales. The well-informed RCA Authorized Dealer renders service at time of sale in affording information as to proper installation and upkeep. Subsequent service and repair may be required by reason of wear and tear and mishandling, to the end that RCA Loudspeaker and Radiola owners may be entirely satisfied.

Obviously, this service can best be rendered by properly equipped service organizations having a thoroughly trained personnel with a knowledge of the design and operation of RCA Loudspeakers and Radiolias.

Such service organizations have been established by RCA Distributors, and RCA Authorized Dealers are advised to refer any major work or replacement to their selected Distributors. Minor replacements and mechanical and electrical adjustments may be undertaken by the RCA Dealer.

To assist in promoting this phase of the Dealer and Distributor's business the RCA Service Division has prepared a series of Service Notes—of which this booklet is a part—containing technical information and practical helps in servicing RCA Loudspeakers and Radiolias.

This information has been compiled from experience with RCA Dealers and Distributors' service problems and presents the best practice in dealing with them. A careful reading of these Service Notes will establish their value, and it is suggested they be preserved for ready reference.

In addition to supplying the Service Notes, the RCA Service Division maintains a corps of engineers who are qualified to render valuable help in solving service problems. These engineers call upon the trade at frequent intervals to advise and assist RCA Distributors in the performance of service work.

Property of the Radio Corporation of America. Confidential and to be used only by its Authorized Distributors and Dealers in furnishing service in connection with its apparatus.

Copyright 1929—Radio Corporation of America
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RCA LOUDSPEAKER 106
(105-125 Volts. 25-60 Cycle A. C.)

SERVICE NOTES
Prepared by RCA Service Division

INTRODUCTION
RCA Loudspeaker 106 is a reproducing device operating on the electro-dynamic principle and is designed for use with any radio receiver having a power output tube or using an external power amplifier. The entire mechanism is mounted in an artistic cabinet having a large baffle area and an open back. Both of these features contribute materially to the quality of reproduction that is an inherent characteristic of Loudspeaker 106.

The dynamic speaker mechanism consists of an eight-inch corrugated cone, similar to that used in Radios 02 and 64, a new type field magnet, a full wave disc rectifier, an output transformer, and two .1 mfd. line condensers. A receptacle is also provided at the rear of the cabinet for connecting the A. C. input current to the receiver used with the Loudspeaker, or any accessories requiring A. C. current for their operation in conjunction with the Loudspeaker. Thus the Loudspeaker operating switch provides complete control over the entire radio installation—a very useful and convenient feature.

Loudspeaker 106 is also made in a model adapted to D. C. operation. This model is similar to the A. C. model except that a higher resistance field is used and no rectifiers nor .1 mfd. line condensers are used. Because of this slight difference the present Service Notes apply equally well to the D. C. models.

PART I—INSTALLATION
The following instructions should be observed when installing Loudspeaker 106. Damage to the speaker will result if improperly installed when operation is attempted.

1. ASSEMBLY
(a) Remove the cabinet from the shipping container and place it front down on a rug or other soft material. Remove the two screws that hold the back cover in place and remove the back cover.
(b) Place the mechanism assembly in position on the front baffle board as indicated in Figure 1 (output transformer toward the legs). Place the four mounting screws in place and screw down tightly.
(c) Connect the receiver output leads, the cord that has phone tips, to the two terminals located on the lower side of the reproducer unit. See Figure 1.
(d) Connect the leads from the top of the cabinet (A.C. input leads) to the two center connections of the disc rectifiers taking care not to allow the wires already connected to these terminals to become disconnected. Do not connect these leads to the two terminals at the top of the frame because it will cause immediate burnout of the cone coil and output transformer and may possibly cause other damage when the current is switched "on." 
(e) Return the back to the cabinet, allowing the input leads and power cord to fall through the opening in the bottom of the cabinet.
(f) Connect the A. C. input cord of the receiver, or other device, to be operated simultaneously with the Loudspeaker to the auxiliary receptacle at the back of the Loudspeaker cabinet. If more than one outlet is necessary a two-way plug may be used.
(g) Connect the two phone tips of the speaker cord to the output from the receiver. Never put the phone tips into the auxiliary receptacle openings.

The operating switches on the receiver and power devices in the installation are left permanently "on" and the installation is controlled by the operating switch in the Loudspeaker.

Should the receiver use a battery for filament supply the receiver filament switch will also have to be operated in addition to the Loudspeaker operating switch.

A trickle charger and storage battery should not be connected to the auxiliary receptacle, but should be connected to a separate supply outlet and operated according to instructions accompanying the device.

If the receiver is entirely battery operated the auxiliary receptacle is not used.

![Figure 2 - Schematic wiring diagram of Loudspeaker 106](image)

**PART II—SERVICE DATA**

The service problems of Loudspeaker 106 deal with conditions evidenced by no reproduction, weak reproduction and distorted or noisy reproduction. These conditions and their attending causes, while not common to Loudspeaker 106, are explained and remedies indicated so that service men may be provided with helpful information in any service work that may be required. Figure 2 illustrates the schematic circuit diagram which will be found useful in connection with service work.

[1] RECEIVER OUTPUT

Before inspecting the Loudspeaker for the cause of any imperfect operation first check the receiver output with a pair of head phones or another loudspeaker known to be in good operating condition. Any distortion in the receiver will be faithfully reproduced in the loudspeaker and corrective remedies must be applied to the receiver. However, if a signal of good quality and volume is being delivered by the receiver, the Loudspeaker must be examined for the trouble experienced.

[2] NO OUTPUT

If the receiver output is O.K. and no reproduction is delivered by the Loudspeaker look for:

(a) Open winding of output transformer.
(b) Shorted connections to output transformer.
(c) Open cone coil.
(d) Shorted or grounded cone coil.
(e) Defective input cord or faulty connections, either at receiver or loudspeaker.

![Figure 3 - Wiring diagram of reproducer unit](image)

[3] WEAK SIGNALS

Should weak signals be experienced check the following:

(a) Open or shorted field coil. A short may be experienced at the point where the leads enter the field magnet housing.

(b) Defective disc rectifier. A defective rectifier—not supplying field current—will cause weak reproduction. This will generally be accompanied by a loud hum. Sometimes the hum in the A.C. line will blow.

(c) Defective connections to rectifier or to field, or a defective operating switch. Check all connections carefully against the wiring diagram Figure 3.

[4] DISTORTED OR NOISY REPRODUCTION

Distortion or noise may be caused by any of the following conditions:

(a) Cone out of alignment. Remove reproducer unit as explained in Part IV, Section 1. Then center the cone as described in Part II, Section 6.

(b) Leads from cone coil broken away from side of cone. Remove reproducer assembly as described in Part IV, Section 1, and fasten the leads to the side of the cone with a little shellac.
(c) Loose name plate, rear panel or any cabinet parts will cause a rattle at certain frequencies. Tighten all loose parts.

(d) Open or shorted line condensers. Defective line condensers may allow the receiver to be affected by R. F. noise originating in the disc rectifiers. If both line condensers should become shorted, the fuses in the A. C. line will probably blow.

[5] HUM

Excess hum and faulty operation may be caused by defective disc rectifiers. This may be checked by measuring the voltage across the terminals of the field leads. With the field connected it should be about 80 volts and with the field disconnected about 95 volts. The receiver should also be checked for excessive hum. A receiver that will operate satisfactorily with a magnetic type of Loudspeaker may have an excessive amount of hum when operated with a dynamic speaker. This is due to the greater low frequency response of the dynamic speaker compared with the magnetic. When this condition exists the remedy must be applied to the receiver, not the Loudspeaker.

[6] CENTERING REPRODUCER CONE

To properly center a new cone or one out of center use the following procedure:

(a) Remove the reproducer assembly from the cabinet as described in Part IV, Section 1.

(b) Loosen center screw of cone, but do not remove it.

(c) Insert three cardboard strips, about the thickness of a visiting card, 1½ inches by 1½ inch in size, through the center spider of the cone into the space between the pole piece and cone shell. This will give the cone coil the same clearance as all sides of the pole piece.

(d) Tighten the center screw (Figure 4) holding the spider of the cone and remove the three strips. The cone is now properly centered. Replace the reproducer assembly in the cabinet in the reverse manner of that used to remove it.

PART III—ELECTRICAL TESTS

The following tests give complete check on the circuits of Loudspeaker 106 and should be referred to whenever the functioning of the speaker is faulty in order to locate the cause.

[1] TESTING THE DISC RECTIFIER

The disc rectifier may be checked by measuring the output voltage that is delivered to the field of the reproducer unit. This should be approximately 80 volts with the field connected; with the field disconnected it should rise slightly to about 95 volts.

Figure 5—Removing baffle plate

Precaution—The operation of the disc rectifier depends on the pressure with which the discs are held. Do not loosen the bolts that hold them together as it is highly improbable they can be returned to normal operation without special instruments. Should replacement become necessary, remove the bracket and the unit together. The replacement part is supplied with brackets so that replacement is comparatively easy.

[2] TESTING OUTPUT TRANSFORMER

The primary of the output transformer should be tested for continuity by click testing from the phone tips that connect to the receiver output terminals. While testing shake the cord so that any intermittent opens may be disclosed. If this test O. K. remove the cord...
from the two terminals and then test the cord for a short by shaking. After testing the cord test from terminal to terminal at the cord connections on the reproducer frame. This should test closed. Then test from each terminal to ground. The primary should not be grounded. The secondary winding of the transformer should then be tested by removing the two leads from the cone coil and testing from terminal to terminal. This should test closed. Then test from each terminal to ground. One side of the secondary is grounded so a click will be obtained when either of the terminals are tested to ground.

Disconnect the transformer leads from their terminals and check to determine that only one terminal is grounded. If both are grounded to frame one should be re-insulated with new insulating washers.

Figure 6—Baffle plate partly removed

[3] TESTING CONE AND FIELD COIL

Disconnect the two cone coil leads from their terminals on the reproducer frame and test from terminal to terminal. It should test closed. Then test to ground. It should not be grounded.

The two field coil leads should be disconnected from the rectifier and a test made from lead to lead. It should test closed. The field coil is not grounded.

[4] TESTING LINE CAPACITORS

The two line capacitors may be tested by placing their two outside leads (Figure 3) and testing from each lead to frame. They should test open. A shorted condenser will necessitate a replacement of the whole unit including the output transformer.

After all testing is completed and the necessary repairs are made, all wiring should be returned to its proper place as indicated in Figure 3.
## SERVICE DATA CHART

The following table of information provides a handy reference when servicing Loudspeaker 106 and a working knowledge of it will enable service men to handle service problems readily and efficiently. Reference to Part No. and Section No. in the "Service Notes" is noted for detailed information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indication</th>
<th>Cause</th>
<th>Remedy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Reproduction</td>
<td>No output from receiver</td>
<td>Examine receiver, Part II, Sec. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Defective cone coil</td>
<td>Replace cone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Defective output transformer</td>
<td>Replace output transformer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Defective cord</td>
<td>Repair or replace cord, Part III, Sec. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Loose or broken connections</td>
<td>Repair connections, Part III, Sec. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weak Reproduction</td>
<td>Weak receiver output</td>
<td>Examine receiver, Part II, Sec. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Improperly centered cone</td>
<td>Center cone correctly, Part II, Sec. 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Open field coil</td>
<td>Replace field coil, Part III, Sec. 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Defective rectifier</td>
<td>Replace rectifier, Part III, Sec. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Faulty connections</td>
<td>Repair connections, Part II, Sec. 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distorted or noisy Reproduction</td>
<td>Distorted output from receiver</td>
<td>Examine receiver, Part II, Sec. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Rattle)</td>
<td>Improperly centered cone</td>
<td>Adjust cone correctly, Part II, Sec. 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cone leads broken from side of cone</td>
<td>Fasten loose leads with shellac, Part II, Sec. 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Open or shorted line condensers</td>
<td>Replace defective condensers, Part II, Sec. 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Loose parts in cabinet assembly</td>
<td>Tighten all loose parts or nuts, Part II, Sec. 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hum</td>
<td>Faulty receiver output</td>
<td>Check receiver output for hum and make repairs necessary, Part II, Sec. 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Defective disc rectifier</td>
<td>Replace defective rectifier, Part III, Sec. 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>